Surface kinematics of periglacial sorted circles using Structure-from- This letter is a response to referee comments and describes how we will revise our manuscript. 13 The exact actual changes will then be listed in an attachment to the submission of the revised 14 manuscript. We absolutely agree and will expand on this in the outlook of the manuscript 29 30
(2) A note on the terminology used in the manuscript: Sometimes the reading is complicated 31 (at least it was for me) due to the varying use of terminology, e.g., "rings", "ridges", 32 "circles" etc. are used. I We agree and will define and use a uniform terminology ('gravel rings' for the outer part and 38 'fine domain'/'inner domain' for the inner part; 'circle' for the entire form; Hallet, 2013) See also (1). We absolutely agree and will make clearer in the discussion and outlook what 98 type of measurements and data would be needed to go further from our study. In particular, 99 we will relate our findings in a number of aspects to Hallet (2013 We will discuss these absolute changes in a bit more detail, but the bottom line is that the cm-114 accuracy we achieved for absolute georeference appeared to be not sufficient to detect such 115 absolute changes. This is clearly a 'lesson learned' that we didn't anticipate well enough 116 during the field work. See also (4) and (10 We will discuss that shortly as we in fact tried to detect such changes. The bottom line is that 123 the definition uncertainty of the boundary between fine domain and gravel ring turned out to 124 be much higher than potential changes of this boundary (which is the clearest type of 125 boundary in the system) within 3 years. Also, horizontal displacements turned out to be 126 governed by local spatial variations with potentially limited representativeness for overall 127 long-term changes in the circle forms. In sum, 3 years of measurement interval and an 128 absolute georeference at cm-accuracy turned out to be not sufficient to detect overall absolute 129 changes. The outermost parts of the fine domain are in fact by far the deepest in our coverage, almost 201 10 cm deeper than the deepest parts of the inter-circle areas. We will describe and try to 202 visualize. We will experiment with contours on top of the hillshade Fig 3 of 
251
All these above figures show in our view that the relation between slope and displacement 252 magnitude is very weak, and in particular for the fine domains almost absent. (For this reason  253 we even don't give R 2 of trends). This confirms that, at least over 3 years, gravitation alone 254 cannot explain the motion pattern found. We will elaborate on that a bit more, likely adding 255 the latter figure (perhaps as supplement). 256 257 
265
The above figure confirms the 'rough' agreement of displacement direction and aspect. We 266 will consider to add such figure (as supplement?). The fact that displacement direction agrees 267 well with aspect, but displacement length not very well with slope (21) can be interpreted as a 268 confirmation that (as the referee pointed well out; see (27)) the surface material transport is 269 only partially governed by gravitation directly, but rather by upwelling of material. 270
Consequently, our findings seem to confirm that the soil dynamics govern the microrelief, not 271 vice-versa. We will add this interpretation. See (10). We don't see any significant change in the fine domain diametres. Also, we don't 331 see any clear horizontal convergence over the gravel ridges. In our view, local short-term 332 changes over our 3 year observation period are simply stronger than some of the overall long-333 term changes expected, as is one of the main conclusions from our study. We will shorty 334 mention that we cannot see convergence between circles. 335 336 337
We also had some additional communication with Bernhard Hallet on our work outside of 338 the formal review process. As we value these comments also high, and plan to incorporate 339 them to the extent possible, they are summarized below. 340 341 (30) I really like your Figure 9 and Yes, we can see the same at many places. We will add a figure, or modify an existing one to 357 include the spatial pattern of surface speeds. The below figure is just a draft. Heid and Kääb (2012 (Hallet, 2013) . 389
We will add the below figure and describe the pattern of horizontal convergence/divergence. 390
We did some estimates of vertical soil fluxes for the fine domains based on the horizontal 391 strain rates, that are summarized in the below (Hallet, 2013) , we estimate an average cycling time of soil of 300-400 yr, 412 slightly lower than previous estimates (Hallet, 2013) . 413 414
Due to the more erratic movement of stones on the gravel rings, strain rates cannot be 415 computed reliable enough for significant parts of them. Based on some sections, we estimate 416 however a similar rate of volume turnover compared to the fine domains, so that above 417 estimates for turnover per m2 and century hold roughly also for the entire circle areas 418 observed. 419
